Week Six: The Power of the Other

Conversation Starters (20 Minutes)
•

After reflecting on last week’s Action Item, what did
you decide to model better or start modeling?

•

Besides a parent, describe an important mentor in your
life.

•

Describe a time when you mentored or coached
someone? (Maybe it was while growing up or maybe
it was recently.) How did your mentorship or coaching
impact their life?

Watch The Video (Click here - 15 Minutes)
We are not meant to do life
Your kids need to be

.
by other

adults.

Younger kids try to discover how they are
to
their parents and older kids form their identity on how they
are
.
Raising kids is a
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endeavor.
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Group Discussion (45 Minutes)
1. Besides you and your spouse, who else directly influences
your kids?
2. What’s the next step you can take to help your kids connect
with another Godly adult who can have a positive influence
on them?
3. What are the most important things you would like another
adult to model for or reinforce in your child’s life?
4. Who do you go to when you need parenting advice? If you
don’t have someone, who could you reach out to?
5. What is a word of encouragement you would want to share
with other parents?
6. What have been your biggest takeaways from all 6 weeks?
7. If you have a kid infant-Grade 6, are they involved in Kids at
Sun Valley? If your kid is in Grade 7-12, are they in a student
small group? If so, what benefits have they experienced?
8. Are you currently in a group? If not, could this group stay
together? If so, what date, time, and location will you meet
next?

Prayer (10 Minutes)
How can we pray for you in your parenting this week? After everyone
has time to answer this question, spend some time praying for each
other as a group.
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Week Four: The Power of the Other

Action Items (Complete on your own)
Other parents can be an invaluable resource to you in your
parenting as well as to your kids. Watch this video which contains
dads from Sun Valley sharing some parenting wisdom. CLICK HERE
1. What wisdom did you take away from this video?

2. If you would have been a part of this panel, what additional
wisdom would you have shared?
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